Sam. 2:22 to 4:18. This latter passage is part of the originally independent ark narrative that was worked into its current position in the text by a later redactor. 7 In addition to integrating the ark narrative, the terminology ties the passing of Eli's authority to other significant moments in the Deuteronomistic History (Dtr) where authority figures were past their prime and fit for succession. 8 1.3.
2.1.
These Dtr terminological/editorial considerations, however, do not obscure the IH features present in the text as noted by Rendsburg. The terms and their constructs are particular not only to earlier periods but to dialects that persisted exclusively in the north even in later times. 9 The presence of the IH material strongly points to a written text of Ephraimite origin that pre-dates later Judean scribal activity, but the working of the ark narrative into the passage as well as the themes relating to a
United Monarchy strongly suggest a Judean hand. We are thus faced with evidence that supports the divergent conclusions of both Rendsburg and Brettler, which leaves the question of the passage's dating unresolved. A third position, however, may offer a solution to the problem: the text of 1 Sam. 2:27-36, in its current form, is the result of two compositional and editorial stages.
II
The linchpin for the above proposal is verse 35 --"And I shall raise [up] 2 Rendsburg, "False Leads" 37-45.
2 Rendsburg, "False Leads" 45.
2 Brettler, "1 Samuel 1-2," 610-611.
3 Rendsburg, "False Leads," 37-45. 4 Rendsburg, "False Leads," 45. 
